
Price: $650,000
Address: PALMETTO POINT,Palmetto Point
City: Eleuthera
MLS#: 40773
Lot Size: 33,500 sq. ft.
Listing No: R421
Beds: 3
Baths: 2
Living Area: 1,900 sq. ft.
Year Built: 2016

PALMETTO POINT,Palmetto Point

Property Details

Owner Financing For New, Oceanfront Rental Investment in Eleuthera, Bahamas.Valhalla, an oceanfront dream!
Endless and expansive views from every room display the beauty of the ocean, the Pineapple Cays and simply
stunning sunsets. And at an extraordinary price!Valhalla is a newly built, charming and extremely well
constructed house of 3 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms with an open living plan enhancing the balance of indoor
and outdoor living. Integrating natural materials in the interior such as softly muted travertine floors, wood,
granite countertops and sea shells reflects the natural setting of tropical vegetation outside with the backdrop
of the Caribbean sea. Known as the calm side of the island, these azure waters are teeming with marine life
including lobster and for those who enjoy swimming, snokelling and kayaking, this is paradise!Additionally, there
is a 2 car garage and an open car port which could be converted into another room.Valhalla is situated at the
end of a quiet lane on Rogue's Cove, which has all utilities such as water, electric, cable, phone and internet.
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The Bahamas Real Estate Association is not responsible for the accuracy of the information
listed above. The data relating to the real estate for sale or lease on this website comes in part
from the Internet Data Exchange Program (IDX) and the Bahamas MLS, and is provided here for
consumer’s personal, non-commercial use. It may not be used for any purpose other than to
identify prospective properties consumers may be interested in purchasing or leasing. Real

Estate listings held in brokerage firms other than the office owning this website are marked with the IDX logo on
the short inquiry. Data provided is deemed reliable but not guaranteed. This information is protected by
copyright and all rights reserved. This property is shown courtesy of The Bahamas MLS.
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